Energy Rebates and Incentives

Each year, utility agencies offer new rebates and incentive programs to commercial and industrial
customers. There are monetary incentives for improvements such as lowering the Nox levels on your
gas burner or scaling back the energy used on motors with variable frequency drives. Taking advantage
of these programs can make a significant difference in your company’s bottom line and the George T.
Hall Company is here to help! With many products and solutions that are designed for energy savings,
we are well positioned to assist you with you next energy efficiency project. Check out our Utility Rebates
and Incentives page for more information!

Combustion Efficiency Solutions
Honeywell SLATE Fuel to Air Ratio Solution

The Honeywell SLATE Combustion Efficiency System brings configurable safety and
programmable logic together into one single platform. The platform can easily be
customized for almost any requirement or application. When the SLATE Fuel Air Ratio
Control Module is utilized with your system it provides dual fuel capability and configurable safety. This unit provides
RS-485 Modbus communications to communicate to the actuators and receive feedback. Field configurable with
password protection, and it provides O2 trim and dual fuel capabilities.

Fireye Nexus Flame Safeguard and Combustion Control

The Fireye NEXUS Integrated Controller is a microprocessor based Flame Safeguard and Parallel
Position Combustion Controller built into one compact user configurable package. This Fireye system
consists of a controller, display, temperature and pressure sensor, servo-motor, and optional software
package. The controller provides burner sequencing and proof of main valve closure plus, it will run all
standard functions of the Flame Safeguard controller.

Energy Efficiency Solutions
Honeywell SmartVFD Drives

For motor energy-efficiency Honeywell offers the SmartVFD stand alone variable frequency drive
(VFD) designed to control the speed of pumps, fans, and motors in order to maximize energy
efficiency. SmartVFD is also designed to run three-phase standard and high efficiency induction
motors by varying the output voltage and frequency. The Honeywell SmartVFD is easy to install and
communicates effectively with building automation systems to minimize energy consumption.

E-Mon Energy Monitoring Meters

E-Mon Energy Monitoring Meters offers a wide variety of metering products and solutions to fit almost
any application including stand alone sub meters. The meter enclosure provides various displays of
energy usage data based on actual usage and can be remotely mounted up to 2,000 feet away from
the panel being monitored. This allows the user to retrieve their energy data from a convenient location
within their facility.
Looking for more information?
Want to start saving money by utilizing any of these energy efficiency products?
Please contact your local George T. Hall Company representative for more information on energy efficiency so you
can start reaping the benefits of the incentive programs and rebates.

